Complex movement patterns of pedestrian traffic, ranging from unidirectional to multidirectional flows, are frequently observed in major public infrastructure such as transport hubs. These multidirectional movements can result in increased number of conflicts, thereby influencing the mobility and safety of pedestrian facilities. Therefore, empirical data collection on pedestrians' complex movement has been on the rise in the past two decades. Although there are several reviews of mathematical simulation models for pedestrian traffic in the existing literature, a detailed review examining the challenges and opportunities on empirical studies on the pedestrians complex movements is limited in the literature. The overall aim of this study is to present a systematic review on the empirical data collection for uni-and multidirectional crowd complex movements. We first categorized the complex movements of pedestrian crowd into two general categories, namely, external governed movements and internal driven movements based on the interactions with the infrastructure and among pedestrians, respectively. Further, considering the hierarchy of movement complexity, we decomposed the externally governed movements of pedestrian traffic into several unique movement patterns including straight line, turning, egress and ingress, opposing, weaving, merging, diverging, and random flows. Analysis of the literature showed that empirical data were highly rich in straight line and egress flow while medium rich in turning, merging, weaving, and opposing flows, but poor in ingress, diverging, and random flows. We put emphasis on the need for the future global collaborative efforts on data sharing for the complex crowd movements.
Introduction
Pedestrian traffic is an essential mode in a multimode and multilevel transportation system. In contrast with vehicular traffic, pedestrians tend to change their speed and direction more frequently resulting in complex interactions with other pedestrians, transport modes, and the traffic infrastructures. These interactions can be generally categorized into four types: Pedestrian to Infrastructure (P2I), Pedestrian to Pedestrian (P2P), Pedestrian to Motor Vehicle (P2V), and Pedestrian to Nonmotorized Transportation (P2N) [1] . In transport hubs (e.g., inside train station) or mass gathering (e.g., a concert), the interaction types for pedestrian traffic are typically limited to P2I and P2P. The simple maneuver could be pedestrians walking relatively straight in one direction at uniform speed (unidirection movement) to their destination. However, as the direction of movements and speed changes (e.g., multidirection movements), this can lead to complex interactions and competitiveness among pedestrians [2] . The movements of pedestrians to a large extent are governed by external factors such as infrastructure constraints (e.g., people at bottlenecks are forced to slow down as a result of space competitions) and maintaining proximity from other moving objects (e.g., a pedestrian has to change his/her walking direction for collision avoidance purpose). As a result, we observe pedestrian crowd movement ranging from 2 Journal of Advanced Transportation unidirectional to multidirectional movement at major public infrastructure such as train stations, sports stadiums, and other outdoor or indoor public gatherings. These multidirection movements can result in increased number of conflicts resulting in delays and congestion [3] . In addition, the additional delays due to conflicts can increase egress time during emergency evacuation thereby impacting the efficiency of the evacuation process [4] . Further, the additional delays can cause impatience among escapee resulting in pushing behavior which can lead to trampling and stampede [5] . Recent studies have discovered that the small architectural modifications in an escape area can have large potential effects in terms of outflow and safety of individuals [3, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Therefore, pedestrians crowd movements and interactions with the escape area or infrastructure is a subject of greater research interests among researchers working in the field of transport engineering, infrastructure engineering, and architecture. As such, these complex multidirection movements have been studied extensively in the past [2, 3, 9, 12, 13] . Both microscopic and macroscopic approaches have been proposed to understand the mechanism of the pedestrian complex movements [3] .
Recent advancements in computer processing power have prompted the researchers to collect and analyze the empirical data to a finer grain for model calibration and validation. Therefore, empirical data collections through controlled laboratory experiments have been on the rise in the past decade [2] . Although there are several reviews of mathematical simulation models for pedestrians' traffic in the existing literature, only few studies have reviewed the state of the art of empirical data for pedestrian traffic [2, 14] . Even those limited studies have examined the empirical data collection for pedestrian traffic from broader perspective rather than exploring the detailed debates, challenges, and opportunities for multidirection complex movements. To the authors' knowledge, there is no detailed and systematic review on empirical data collection for pedestrians' complex traffic movement in the literature.
Therefore, the overall aim of this paper is to present a systematic review on the empirical data collection for uni-and multidirection complex movements. Considering the length and scope of this paper, we restrict the review to only uni-and multidirection movements governed by external factor by considering only P2I and P2P interactions. Please note that pedestrian traffic can also be governed by internal interactions among pedestrians which can lead to some self-motivated movement behaviors such as overtaking [15] , self-slowing [16] , queuing [17] , and grouping [18] , as well as crowds' self-organization phenomena such as 'fasteris-slower' effect [5] , "lane formation" [9, 19] , "zipper effects" [20, 21] , "herding" [22] , and 'freezing-by-heating' [23] . These emergent behaviors are driven by the individual's selfconsciousness or the internal interactions within the crowd. These movement types have been identified as the underlying mechanisms of several crowd disasters [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . For example, under severely congested situation, the individual body's movements are largely restricted by the surrounding pedestrians and any secondary increase of flow could result in the forward and backward compression waves leading to stampede accidents [24, 27] .
The exclusive review of this internally governed behavior is not within the scope of this review. However, we have occasionally mentioned these phenomena when examining externally governed movement patterns at instances where the internally governed movements also played an important role in the efficiency of pedestrians walking operations. Also, this review is not intended to review the mathematical models for pedestrian traffic or the results obtained from simulation models on complex movements. Interested readers on simulation models for pedestrian traffic can look into the review work by Duives et al. (2013) [34] . This is necessary to balance the breadth and the depth of the review article.
Our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the methodology of this literature review paper. Section 3 gives the classification methods of the complex movement pattern. Section 4 presents the discussion based on the reviews. Finally in Section 5, the summary of this review article is presented.
Methodology
We used Boolean searches of databases to obtain literatures from electronic database including ISI Web of Science, Scopus, and Google Scholar. Other online social platforms such as Researchgate and Mendeley as well as well-known conference proceedings in this field such as the Pedestrian and Evacuation Dynamics (PED), Traffic and Granular Flows (TGF), and Transportation Research Board (TRB) were also used as the search database. We first checked the literature review papers related to pedestrian traffic topic, especially multidirection movements, published in recent years. The literature search was then further supplemented by relevant publications in the reference lists of those recent publications.
The time period for the review is based on the past two decades (from 1998 to 2018) as it is the time-frame where we witnessed a significant advancement made to the data collection and modeling of pedestrian traffic. Only papers published in English are considered in this review as they are widely accessible to the researchers. We only reviewed the articles published in journal, conference, and book or book chapters. Therefore data from the government reports, industry related journals, or other sources are not considered. If the reviewed conference papers were extended and published in journals afterwards, we considered only the journal paper as the primary source and vice versa.
Reference management software, Mendeley Desktop, was adopted for the collection of literature, organization of the document, and generation of the cited list. This tool significantly improved the efficiency of writing the review paper.
Complex Movements of Pedestrian Flow
Complex movements are the aggregates of individual and crowd collective motions. To decompose the collective movement into critical movement behaviors, many researchers have studied the crowd motion behaviors both from pedestrian traffic system and other biological systems [35, 36] . However, a generic classification of pedestrian crowd behaviors is still missing from the literature [34, 35] . To the authors' knowledge, a review on the hierarchy of the crowd motion behaviors with regard to the movement complexity is missing in the literature. Duives et al. (2013) proposed a classification of crowd motion cases based on the flow patterns [34] . They decomposed the crowd movements into eight motion based cases belonging to two categories: unidirectional flow (straight flow, rounding a corner, entering, and exiting) and multidirectional flow (bidirectional flow, 2-strips crossing flows, >2-strips crossing flows, and random crossing flows without focal point). They stated that the mix of these cases could be able to cover the entire range of complex movements. In addition, they also summarized six types of self-organization phenomena from the literature: lane formation, 'stop-andgo' waves, turbulent flows, herding, the zipper effect, and the 'faster-is-slower' effect. However, the focus of that paper is the assessment of crowd simulation models, rather than the empirical evidences under each crowd motion phenomenon.
Based on the classification of interrupted and uninterrupted flows in vehicular traffic [37] and considering the predominant driving forces of complex interactions, we classify complex movements into two categories:
(i) Externally Governed Movement. Movements are strongly restricted/affected by external factors such as infrastructure constraints (e.g., merging pedestrian crowd flow at T-intersection [38] ). Pedestrians have to change their desired walking manner due to the competition of space and time. Therefore, under this category, movements are aggregated into patterns which have strong relationships with the geometrics of architectural configurations. In addition, the interpersonal interactions are also predominately affected by the external environments but not the internal factors. (ii) Internally Driven Movement. Movements are spontaneously organized within the crowd in an observable manner under appropriate situations. Under this category, the formulations of crowd movement patterns are less influenced by external factors. And the interpersonal interactions are usually driven by pedestrian's willingness to behave his/her own manner or follow others' behaviors (e.g., lane formation within a pedestrian crowd [19] ).
In this paper, we build our review based on the eight classifications as stated by Duives et al. (2013) and discussed earlier. Additionally, we have extended and considered other complex movements that have been investigated theoretically or empirically in the literature such as turning, weaving, merging, and diverging movements as shown in Figure 1 . Figure 2 shows the classification of complex movements that shows the category of pedestrians' movements under external governed and internal driven movements. The external governed movements include unidirectional and multidirectional flows while internal driven movements include individual and crowd motion behaviors and self-organized phenomena. A dotted line representing the interface between internal driven and external governed movements is also drawn demonstrating that there could be overlap between these two types of movements (e.g., a merging flow may display 'faster-is-slower effect' or "lane formation"). As stated earlier in the introduction section, the scope of this paper is to review the externally governed pedestrian crowd movement. Figure 2 displays the conceptual diagram of these flow patterns as shown in the Figure 1 with a stepwise hierarchy. Starting with a simple straight unidirection movement, the pedestrian crowd movement can get complex as we move towards opposing, weaving, merging, diverging, and random flows. Please note that random flow can be the combinations of the above movement patterns. The greatest challenge for studying random flow is the uncertainty of conflicts. Therefore, the prediction of walking directions and potential conflicts is at the heart of this category. As shown in Figure 2 , the crowd dynamics becomes complex as the complexity of movement increases. Additionally, the figure also shows the connections and overlapping among these complex interactions.
Externally governed movement usually exhibits observable flow patterns as it usually occurs at fixed locations. In this category, we have put the externally governed movements into eight subcategories: straight line, turning, egress and ingress, opposing, weaving, merging, diverging, and random flows. The first three flow patterns (straight line, turning, and egress and ingress) belong to unidirectional flow, as the desired flow directions are united. Meanwhile, the others are affiliated with multidirectional flow, as the desired flow directions are varied (e.g., opposing, weaving, merging, and diverging). Please note that multidirectional movement like crossing can be a part of opposing flow or weaving flow.
Internal driven movement is more complicated because it can be observed only under certain conditions such as location and flow status. By expanding the summary of individual and crowd motion cases, which are primarily internal driven as highlighted in [39] , we developed a comprehensive classification of the internal driven movement as shown in Figure 2 .
We first listed the self-motivated individual motion behaviors including overtaking [15] , evading [40] , following [41] , and self-slowing [16] , as well as the crowd motion behaviors, i.e., queuing [17] and grouping [42] . Then, we categorized 10 types of self-organization phenomena including herding [43] , bubble effect [44] , lane formation [45] , stripe formation [9] , zipper effect [20] , oscillatory flow [46] , faster-is-slower [5] , freezing-by-heating [23] , stop-go waves [47] , and turbulent flow [48] .
The above classification method is not restricted to a type of facilities, but is extended to the operations of pedestrians flow on those facilities. In addition, it should be noted that crowd dynamics are affected by both internal and external factors simultaneously, the movements in one category are not absolutely independence with the other category. Under some circumstances, the governing mechanisms of flow might be transformed to another category. Therefore, the overlapping among those interactions occurs as shown in Figure 2 . Also, please note that the logical flow for each subcategory may vary. For example, some empirical studies contain more than one crowd phenomena, such as both unidirectional and multidirectional flows. In such case we separated the key findings but introduced the common experiment setups in their first belonging category.
In the following subsections, we describe the empirical studies for each external governed complex movement. Finally, a summary table highlighting the contributions and recommendations from those studies are presented at the end.
Straight Line.
Straight line walking, as the basic form of walking, refers to the kind of unidirectional movement (i.e., without any direction change). It has been used as a benchmark for pedestrian dynamics studies. Datasets for straight line walking can be seen in several well-recognized handbooks in transportation and fire engineering fields as well as many early studies on pedestrian traffic [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . Some early year's empirical data were not well documented as of missing details due to the limitation of the traditional data collection techniques. In addition, large discrepancy existed in these studies for the insufficient influence factor consideration and uncontrollability. In this section, we highlight the recent empirical data collected through more advanced techniques [48, [56] [57] [58] [59] .
As shown in Figure 1 , straight line walking can be segmented into single-file and multilanes movements. In singlefile movement, pedestrian has no lateral interaction with other pedestrians; i.e., the interactions are purely longitudinal. Meanwhile, multilanes straight line movement requires the consideration of the horizontal oscillations from the other walking streamlines.
Single-file movement experiments were carried out with participants from different cultural background. It is worth mentioning that despite that many experiment setups in straight line walking are loop corridors/passageways, most of them have not considered the turning movements at corners and restricted the measuring areas to the straight parts. Such oval-shaped loop corridors are also different from the settings of ring-shaped corridors where pedestrian kept turning during their movements [57, 60] . Seyfried et al. (2005) set up experiments in a loop corridor with up to 34 German participants [57] . Through manual video analysis, velocity-density relationships for single-file movement were determined and compared with the movement on 2D plane. They found little difference between single-file movement and 2D plane movement in terms of density range and concluded that the internal friction and other lateral interventions had little influence on density-speed relations. Later, Liu et [61] . Through the trajectories derived from automatic image processing, velocity, density, amplitude, and frequency of lateral oscillation, time headway values and distributions were calculated. They also observed that the lateral oscillations change with velocity or density. As density increased, time headway amplified while spacing reduced. After comparing the results with Seyfried et al. (2005) , they found that their results exhibited higher speed under same density.
In the same year, Chattaraj et al. (2009) also carried out the same experiments in India to compare the fundamental diagrams of straight line movement with those from Seyfried et al. (2005) in Germany [62] . They found significant cultural difference between the two groups. For example, German group tend to have more minimum personal space than Indian group while German group was more sensitive to the increase in density than Indian group. In addition, they also discovered that the length of corridor have no influence on the fundamental diagram. Apart from the effect of corridor length, boundary condition effects on fundamental diagrams were also empirically examined. Zhang et al. (2015) set up the similar corridors with with closed and open boundaries [63] . The influence boundary conditions on flow properties including the fundamental diagrams and density transition over time were investigated. They found that boundary condition has an effect on the flow properties and the effect was exceedingly high at jamming state. Under same density level, the velocities were lower under closed boundary condition. also set up the similar single-file experiments with 80 young students and 47 aged people in China [64] . It was discovered that jams tend to occur in mixed group due to the variation of maneuverability and self-adaptive abilities.
Recently, Seyfried's team further continued their researches on single-file movement by considering the stepping behaviors of pedestrian locomotion. Adopting the similar setups, Wang et al. (2018) organized 196 participants to walk in the oval passageway at different densities [65] .
Step length, step frequency, swaying amplitude, and step synchronization were measured from trajectories. They found that power functions had better goodness-of-fit than linear function in terms of describing the relations between step length and frequency and speed. In addition, the relations between swaying amplitude and speed could be segmented into two regimes. Likewise, Cao et al. (2018) further analyzed the experiment data in with the similar analysis of stepping behavior with [66] . They discovered additional findings on age effects on stepping behavior, e.g., young people tend to control the lateral movement better than the old people. They also fitted the relations between step frequency and speed and found a quadratic fit in three groups of experiments which were different than those observed with . Moreover, they observed no significant effect of height and gender on the fundamental diagram.
In terms of multilanes movements, Daamen and Hoogendoorn (2003) performed a series of controlled experiments with 60-80 human participants [56] . Their experiments included straight line walking scenarios with different desired speed and density levels (Experiment 1-3). Flow characteristics such as density and speed distribution, travel time, and fundamental diagrams were calculated from the extracted video trajectories. Likewise, Helbing et al. (2005) organized about 100 college students to walk through a straight passageway bounded with desks and chairs [9] . Bottleneck was created by moving the desk to narrow the passageway along the walking line. Mean flow and time headways were counted from videos. Results were compared between the corridor setups with and without bottleneck and they found significant capacity drop in bottleneck situation under unidirectional cases.
Similarly, Asano et al. (2007) conducted crowd experiments in a campus with 94 students [12] . Flow demand (30, 94) and controllability (with/without instruct to walk) were considered in straight line scenario. Multilanes walking features with different desired speed level in each stream were also investigated. Trajectories were extracted from video and headway-speed relationship for straight flow was calculated [58] . Controlling the number of pedestrians, width of corridor, width of entrance, and exits, 28 runs of straight line experiments were performed. From the individual trajectories extracted using a software called PeTrack [67] , the influences of density measurement methods and corridor width on fundamental diagrams were analyzed. It was found that, for density less than 3.5 m −2 , measurements method had minor influence and the specific flow was independent of corridor width as the density level was not highly congested.
More recently, Seyfried's team reported their new largescale experiments results in Cao et al. (2017) [13] . About 2000 participants were involved in this series of experiments, including multilanes straight line movements in a corridor with a width of 5 m. Fundamental diagrams for different density measurements were presented and the estimated specific flow for unidirectional flow was 1.4 Ped/m/s at density level of 1.5 Ped/m 2 . Likewise, Sharifi et al. (2017) conducted a series of laboratory experiments in a circuit corridor that contained straight line passageway [68, 69] . Heterogeneity of crowd dynamics was investigated through the involvement of 189 normal people and 42 disabled people [70] . Trajectories of participants were extracted through automatic video processing and the macroscopic and microscopic crowd motion parameters were calculated. Capacities and level-of-service for straight line facilities with disabled people were further analyzed through the modeling of time headway [71] .
Several field studies of straight line movement on different types of walking facilities were carried out [72] [73] [74] Kretz et al. (2008) carried out a field observation at a stadium in Germany [72] . 485 pedestrians were observed and divided into three categories according to the degree of influence by surrounding people. Results showed that the maximum horizontal walking speeds distribution exhibited 0.4m-0.5m/s depending on density level. They also compared the speed distribution with a short stairway case and found the speed in a long stairway could be the half of that on a short stairway. They also discovered the gap of lack of a universal scaling factor for the speed on stairs relying on the length of stairway. Regarding high density situation in multilanes straight flow, collected a field data of dense crowd during a mass gathering event through the combined use of camera and active infrared counter [73] . Flow rate and velocity of the crowd were measured and the fundamental diagrams were painted and compared with previous studies. Three additional flow operational indices including flow rate/velocity transition, velocity field, and speed map were calculated. Results suggested that the capacity for the street was estimated between 1.73 and 1.98 /m/s under normal situation and the density should be controlled under 5 /m 2 .
Apart from human subjects, several researchers also investigated the straight line movement through animal experiments and examined their relevancy to pedestrian crowd movement. John et al. (2009) reported the collective dynamics of straight line movements of ants on trails creating a nature-like experiments [75] . They observed no overtaking maneuvers in ants traffic trails but noticed the ants platoons that could be forecasted by simple models. It was observed that the flow increased monotonically with the density and no jam branch could be observed. Sharp contrast was found in ants traffic as compared with vehicular traffic and other transport modes where overtaking and congestion are frequently observed. John et al. (2009)'s findings were observed under nonstressed situations. To examine the straight line movement of stressed ants, Wang and Song (2016) made a passageway (1cm wide and 20 cm long) to measure the stressed ants' movements with different body size [76] . Fundamental diagrams were presented for both small and large ants. They found no evidence of jamming in stressed ants trails which was in line with John et al. (2009)'s findings. Also, they observed that speed seemed to be constant with density. Likewise, they also noted the differences of ants traffic behavior comparing to vehicular and pedestrian traffic in terms of fundamental diagrams.
Turning.
Turning movement can be regarded as the response to the requirement of changing walking direction. It is usually associated with walking maneuver around corners or at exits, angled corridors, or ring corridor scenarios [77] . For single turning movement, the number of walking streamlines does not change before and after turning process and turning flow does not interact with flows in other direction. Therefore, turning movement can be also categorized into unidirectional flow.
It is worth mentioning that turning movement in this review has different meaning than those gait-level of works such as body-turning behavior as the turning movement should show direction change in the general walking streamlines [78] .
Literatures documented several simulation studies on turning movements [79] [80] [81] [82] . In addition, empirical evidences could be found with both human subjects and biological entities [81, [83] [84] [85] .
Regarding turning movements around the corners and exits, Yanagisawa et al. (2009) organized 18 participants to perform an experiment with a special attention on the turning locomotion at bottlenecks [83] . They found the theoretical relations of turning angle on the parameters of floor field model under different cases. They compared the theoretical results with empirical data and found the complete agreements. In addition, obstacle effects were also examined by placing a column with 20 cm diameter in front of the exit and the increment of outflow from the obstacle was observed. Apart from the straight line experiments, Zhang et al. (2012) also carried out turning experiments at the cornered corridor with 2.4m width [84] . Fundamental diagram of turning flows at a corner was observed. With regard to turning movements around stair corners, Burghardt et al. (2013) organized experiments to observe the turning movements on stairways [86] . They presented the fundamental diagrams and conducted profiles analysis of density, velocity, and specific flow at stairways corner and compared their results with four planning handbooks. They found that the turning bends could be the potential constraints for safety issue so that stairs without bend should be preferred by designers.
In terms of turning movements at angled-corridor, [77, 87] . They found the speed drop at a fixed turning region and the dimensions of such region was independent with turning angle but was dependent with desired speed levels. It was observed that the speed around the corner dropped with the increment of turning angle. Later, Dias et al. (2015) extended their previous turning experiments with up to 55 participants [88] . It was found that the longitudinal spacing between pedestrians tends to increase with the increased speed. The collected data were further utilized to develop an optimal trajectories algorithm and to calibrate a cellular automation model [79, 89] . Similarly, Sharifi et al. (2014) and Sharifi et al. (2017) 's experiments also included two angled corridors (right and oblique angle) as well as a spiral stairs with right corners [68, 90] . Walking speed distributions and time-space diagrams for both homogenous and heterogeneous flows were analyzed from the calculation of extracted trajectories. Their results exhibited a correspondence with as the speed reduction increased with the rise of turning angle [87] . Recently, Seyfried's team reported the results of two sets of experiments in Sieben et al. (2017) [91] . One experiment set a right-angle corridor with two narrow entrances and more than 270 people were asked to enter the corridor. Density bursts and fluctuations were observed at turning sections. Apart from turning angle, the curve radius of turning region was also considered in a recent experiment in China. studied the combined effects of turning angle and bend radius on the operational characteristics of pedestrians [92] . Results indicated that, under different flow volumes, the cumulative density and average speed of pedestrian flow were affected by both angle and radius effect. Angle's effect was more significant than radius, and the influence was maximized in right-angle case.
In terms of ring-shaped corridor scenarios, Jelić et al. (2012) performed single-file walking experiments with up to 28 pedestrians in a ring corridor with inner radius of 2 m and outer radius of 4.5m [93] . They derived their fundamental diagrams and instantaneous velocity and distance headway from both global and local measurements and compared the density-velocity relations with Seyfried et al. (2005) [57] . Their results showed that three linear regimes could be discovered from the velocity-spatial-headway relations which could be useful for further modeling. Likewise, Moussaïd et al. (2012) organized 119 people in France and adopted the same ring corridor as Jelić et al. (2012) with an advanced thinking of bidirectional flow design and allowance of overtaking maneuver [93, 94] . They found the transitions between organized traffic state and disorganized stated and the unstable dynamics arose from the speed variations. Later in China, Kuang et al. (2015) performed a simplified singlefile experiments with up to 26 students walking in a circular path with open boundary [95] . From video observation, they discovered the velocity variation, step fluctuation, and the delay from 'stop-and-go' waves.
To investigate the flow states under hypercongested situation, organized up to 278 college students to walk in a ring corridor with an inner width of 2 m and outer width of 4 m [60] . As a combined consideration of Jelić et al. (2012) and Moussaïd et al. (2012) , both unidirectional and bidirectional flows were considered and the state transitions were described before and after lane formation process [93, 94] . Also, the fundamental diagrams for both flows were calculated and compared with previous works. Recently, Rahman et al. (2017) ∘ corridor exhibited the lowest mean speed of the participants. They also found that pedestrians preferred walking at the inner side of the corridor due to the shorter path.
Animal-based turning experiment and its relevancy to pedestrian crowd under panic conditions started from Shiwakoti et al. (2011) [7, 80] . The experiments described the egress of panicking ants from a squared and a circular rooms with an attention on the turning movement effects on egress dynamics. Results showed that turning movements could have negative effects on ants' outflows. The findings were also compared with a real-life in-store stampede where turning movement occurred at the door and the results showed a consistency between humans and ants in terms of the negative effects of turning movements. They also found that the placement of an obstacle at the exits could increase the flow. Later, Dias et al. (2012) set up a similar experiment with panicking ants egressing from a squared chamber [81] . They also found the flow reduction arose from turning movement that the flow was 20% lower than straight movement. Dias et al. (2013) further set up a more complex environments with turning, merging, and weaving configurations [97] . Escape rates under four angles of turning corridors (30
∘ , and 90 ∘ ) were compared with straight corridor and the flow reduction percentages were -8%, -20%,-16%, and -27%, respectively.
Egress and Ingress.
Egress refers to the movement process of or exiting/outflow of a space while ingress means the opposite action, i.e., entering/inflow of a space. This two processes are also named as "entering and exiting", "inflow and outflow", or "inlet and outlet" by some other studies. As shown in Figure 2 , egress and ingress process can be interpreted as the combination of straight line and turning movements. Since there is no direction change during egress and ingress process, the two types of movements also belong to the unidirectional flows. Egress and ingress movements often occur at fixed bottleneck sites such as exit and entrance. Space competition resulting from bottleneck geometric restriction is the main cause for the flow reduction.
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Given the imperative role of egress process for both daily activities and emergency evacuations, during the past two decades, crowd egress has been one of the most popular topics among all the complex movements. Literatures are quite rich in egress experiments using both humans and animals under normal and emergency situations. Based on the past studies in this topic, the geometric of bottlenecks can be divided into two general categories, i.e., channel or corridor bottleneck and door bottleneck.
In addition to the measurements of the macroscopic and microscopic flow characteristics, the top two research topics for egress and ingress movements are the influence of bottleneck width on capacity, and the performance of obstacles near the exits. Specific flow rate of exit segment is often considered as the benchmark for comparison analysis among different measuring results.
Regarding channel/corridor bottleneck, Daamen and Hoogendoorn (2003)'s experiments series included the egress of crowd into a channel bottleneck with a width of 1 m and 2 m, respectively [56] . They further presented the detailed analysis results in Hoogendoorn and Daamen (2005) [20] . The microscopic flow characteristics for the two bottlenecks were analyzed and compared to the straight corridor without bottleneck. Based on the analysis, the researchers found the self-organized phenomena including the "lane formation" and the "zipper" effect.
With respect to door bottleneck, Helbing et al. (2005) conducted egress experiments under both regular and paniclike escape situations [9] . They examined the effect of placing an obstacle near the exit on the outflow and found the obstacle placement could avoid the clogging effect and increase the flow under both competitive intensities. Likewise, in Japan, Nagai et al. (2006) examined the effect of different movement maneuvers (walking and crawling) on the egress flow through a door [98] . They found the increase in the mean escape time with the number of walker as well as crawlers. It was observed that the mean flow increased with density and saturated at the capacity of the door. Later in China, organized 60 students to egress a classroom with fixed exit width of 1.1m [99] . Based on video observation, they calculated the distribution of premovement times, velocity variations, continuous outflow at exit, dislocable queue, and monopolizing exit. They discovered that evacuation times displayed a normal distribution and arrival time and escape order showed linear dependence with similar slope. It was also noticed that coordination among escapers is beneficial to the outflow.
To examine the quantitative relations between the width of bottleneck and the specific flow, organized 94 participants (40, 80 persons cases) to walk through a door of varying widths ranging from 40 cm to 120 cm with a stepwise increment of 20 cm [100] . Time headway and specific flow were analyzed for different scenarios. Results showed that the specific flow declined with the increase of width when the door only allowed one person to pass and remained a constant value at larger width. They also compared the flow results with other studies. Similarly, performed controlled experiments controlling the channel width from 0.8m to 1.2m with a stepwise increment of 0.1m [21] . They measured the specific flow under different density levels (20, 40 , and 60 pedestrians). Individual velocities, local densities, and time gaps for different width of the corridors were analyzed from the trajectories. They discovered that bottleneck capacity increased almost linearly with width and congestion might occur below maximum capacity.
Likewise, to develop an automatic trajectory extraction software for pedestrians, Boltes et al. (2010) organized 250 pedestrians to walk in two types of bottleneck corridors [67] . Microscopic characteristics such as the spatial and temporal variations at bottlenecks were analyzed later by Liddle et al. (2010) [103, 104] . Flow features such as average speeds, group speeds, density-speed-flow relations, and time headway distributions were analyzed. They also compared their specific flow results with and found an agreement before 0.7m and large disagreement after 0.7m. In contrast with the previous focus on narrow bottlenecks, Liao et al. (2014) adopted a wide door with up to 5 m width to study the egress flow characteristics [105] . Density-velocity relationships inside the bottleneck were found to be independent with door width. In addition, a linear dependency was discovered between the flow and the bottleneck width.
The optimal design of exit areas also attracted empirical researchers. conducted controlled experiments in a subway station environment to examine the funnel shape bottleneck design on pedestrian flow operation [106] . Testing different angles of funnel shape, the optimal funnel angle was found between 46 ∘ and 65 ∘ under all flow conditions. This result was in agreement with the previous empirical evidences on turning angle effects, as the funnel shaped exit design could reduce turning angle and conflicts at exit regions [10] .
Thereafter, more influence variables were considered to study the egress capacity at bottleneck especially with regard to the heterogeneity flow. Daamen and Hoogendoorn (2010 and 2012) conducted a series of experiments to examine the door capacities considering different door width (from 50 cm to 275 cm), population composition, stress level, and the presence of door [107, 108] . After a series of statistical tests, except for stress level, all the other parameters passed the significance tests. Later, Garcimartín et al. (2014) and Garcimartín et al. (2016) conducted a series of egress experiments considering door width (0.69m, 0.75m) and competitiveness (low, moderate, and high) [109, 110] . They discovered that the time headways displayed a heavy-tailed distributions while the burst sizes decayed exponential distribution. Bode et al. (2015) involved 12 pedestrians to egress from a room with 6 exits considering the social group effects on egress time [111] . Their results suggested that the presence of social groups increased egress times. Further, no clear time variation was found between individual and group movements. Similarly, von Krüchten et al. (2016) and von Krüchten and Schadschneider (2017) arranged 32-46 participants (dividing into social groups with 4, 6, and 8 people) to egress a narrow door with widths of 0.8m and 1.2m [112, 113] . Macroscopic and microscopic features of the egress flows were analyzed. They discovered that coordinated social grouping, e.g., queuing at exit and moving in a compact manner, could beneficial to the outflow by reducing the conflicts. This finding also indicated that cooperative compact movements had different effects on the flow operation than the bursts release after clogging. Similarly, Nicolas et al. (2016 and 2017) examined the effects of individual's selfish and selfishness behaviors on the global flow characteristics by organizing 80 people to egress through a narrow doorway with a 72 cm width [114, 115] . They found that flow increased monotonically with density and the selfish fraction. It was an interesting finding that "selfishness does not mean coordination" because evading behavior could also lag the flow. A tradeoff between the number of evading and overtaking behaviors at the bottleneck that could maximize the flow should be further studied.
Concerning the ingress movement from the outside area into a confined space, only a few of empirical studies could be found. Ezaki et al. (2016) conducted controlled experiments employing a single-file stream of pedestrians successively ingress into a confined room with closed boundary [116] . Collective features, e.g., location and density distribution and individual characteristics such as the choice of location, were analyzed from video recordings. The revealed pattern such as people preferred to select location near corner indicated the significance of psychological and anticipative factors around an individual. The same year in China, Liu et al. (2016) drafted 40 students to reproduce the ingress and egress process in a rectangular room with a 1 m entrance and 1.5m exit [117] . It was discovered that the ingress order had a significant influence on pedestrian's location distribution in the steady state and the egress order. They also found that inactive pedestrians had a negative effect on the movement as they impeded the flow. Another experiments in Sieben et al. (2017) aimed at reproducing the entrance process of music events [91] . More than 270 people rounding a semicircle room were asked to enter into two narrow exits. It was found that there was a sharp increase of density from 3.8 to 8 Ped/m 2 within 10s. Regarding field data, Cepolina and Tyler (2005) observed the ingress and egress process of metro passengers flowing into the entrance of escalator in London underground station. They discovered the temporal transition of inflow and outflow from the video. In addition, they established the inflow and outflow relationships at a bottleneck with a width of 80 cm. Apart from the individual walking speed in straight movement, Berrou et al. (2007) also observed the ingress process of passengers entering a train station from a high view [74] . Simulation parameters required by crowd simulation software Legion [118] , such as the estimate arrival rate and preferred speed, exit flow, and densities, were extracted from the videos and adopted to set up simulation scenarios. Results showed that the simulated flows and densities were in line with empirical data.
Apart from the empirical investigation of human subjects, animals experiment approaches in studying egress movements are also found in the literature.
Most of the animal experiments were carried out using ants. The experiment setups for ants egress experiments were developed to replicate the similar set up for human experiments, i.e., circular chamber [8, 119, 120] , squared chamber [121] [122] [123] , and squared chamber with oblique corner near exits [124] [125] [126] . The common parameter measured is the escape flow at exits. Animal models have been the popular choice to study stressful condition like panic behavior as ethical considerations prevent creating a panic-like situation in pedestrian crowd situation [7] .
Altshuler et al. (2005) established a circular chamber with two symmetrically located exits to examine the symmetry breaking phenomena in panicking ants [119] . It was discovered that under panic state, the use of two exits were asymmetrical while the use of exits displayed symmetric under normal situation. Later, Shiwakoti et al. 2011) conducted ants experiments to study the effect of exit location and obstacle placement on outflow of panicking ants [7, 120, 127] . It was found that corner exits tend to have higher flow compared to middle exits in squared chambers. Also, the placement of obstacle could in general increase the flow as compared with column free situation. Burd et al. (2010) [8] . They also found the obstacle could increase the egress flow of normal ants. Soria et al. (2012) found the 'faster-is-slower' effect in ants traffic under various stress levels [124] . Their results also exhibited no selfish traffic behavior among ants. Likewise, Boari et al. (2013) observed the consistence finding in terms of the lack of selfish behavior [125] . However, 'faster-is-slower' effect was not found in their result. Later, Parisi et al. (2015) further analyzed Soria et al.
(2012)'s data and carried out a discussion with human traffic rules [128] .
Recently in China, used a single-exit chamber with different exit widths to perform ants egress experiments under stressed situations [121] . They found that the average flow was independent linearly on the exit width which was in contrast with human behaviors. further built a two-exit chamber to study ants egress through exits with the change of exit location and spacing [122] . It was found that the most efficient exit layout was the longest spacing of the two exits and this finding was correspondent with [123] . Symmetric breaking was also observed among stressed ants along with Altshuler et al. (2005) . They also discovered the different performance of Social Force Model with respect to describing humans and ants movement in positions analysis, density map, velocity direction, and trajectories.
Another insect that has been used to study crowd collective movement is woodlice. and placed 120 panicking woodlice in a squared chamber with a 1 cm-width middle exit [129, 130] . Densities in near exit region and the flow of the exits were measured based on video analysis and then the relationship between jam density and exit capacity and the fundamental diagrams for near exit region were discovered. They found that the fundamental diagrams for animals in panic status had some variations with the normal situation. And as the rise of stress level among woodlice, the number of blockage near the exit increased.
Apart from ants and woodlice experiments, several researchers used mice to study the egress movement under stressed conditions. Saloma et al. (2003) carried out an experiment with 60 mice egressing from a water pool onto a dry land through door bottleneck with different widths and separations [131] . It was observed that mice behavior was to some extent similar to the simulated results from pedestrian models. Self-organized queuing could be observed at the width that could only allow one mice to pass at the same time. As the door width increased, the self-organized pattern was broken due to the space competition. Saloma et al. (2015) further analyzed their experiments data from the aspects of individual training and crowded degree [132] . They found that prior training of individual mouse could increase the escape efficiency compared with the untrained situation. The training effects were more significant under more crowded situation.
Later in China, Lin et al. (2016) purchased a group of 95 female mice with a uniform body size to perform experiments in a dry rectangular ground with 2 cm width middle exit [133] . Different number of Joss-sticks was burned into smoke to stimulate the mice escape at various level of panic or stress. It was observed that egress time and the number of clogs increased with the levels of stress. It was concluded that the selfish competitive behavior displayed by mice was the main cause for the increase of egress time. Lin et al. (2017) further improved their experiment setting with a consideration of obstacle placement distance and the partition of near exit regions [134] . It was observed that the placement of obstacle could increase the flow by a maximum of 36% and 26% for regular exit region and partitioned exit region, respectively. The same group of researchers further analyzed the effects of exit width and position on mice egress movements. found that enough exit width enabling two mice pass the exit side by side could avoid 'faster-is-slower' effect [135] . Further, found that 'faster-is-slower' effect was less likely to occur at corner exits than middle exits [136] . In another mice egress experiments, Oh and Park (2017) examined the influence of the exit angle on egress dynamics with a group of 50 mice [137] . They found that, in general, mean velocity and total egress time decreased with angle.
Regarding larger animals, Zuriguel et al. (2014) studied the egress dynamics by observing the feeding process of sheep flock passing through a narrow fence with in a farm [138] . They found that the time headway of sheep flock exhibited a power-law distribution and the burst sizes obeyed an exponential decay. To further investigate the door width and obstacle effects, compared the effect of 77 cm and 94 cm doors in with and without obstacle situations [139] . By examining the mean egress time per animal for the four scenarios, it could be found that the most efficient setup was the 94 cm door with obstacle and the least case was the 77 cm door without obstacle. further studied the effect of obstacle position on the egress flow [140] . They found obstacle position had an influence on the sheep flow and 80 cm was the best distance for the 77 cm door.
Opposing.
Multidirectional movements are more complex compared with unidirectional movements due to the increase possibilities of interactions. The simplest case of multidirectional flows is usually called 'bidirectional' flow where movements are only operated in two directions.
Opposing movement refers to the situation when two streams of people coming from two opposed directions confront at a confined region. It can be also named as counterflow adopted by many studies [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] . Because there can only be two direction of flows in opposing movements, in this case, opposing can be regarded as a special scenario of bidirectional flows (or head-on weaving) where the two streamlines interact with an angle of 180 ∘ . Opposing movements can be frequently observed in the daily life such as the boarding and alighting process in a crowded metro station, the movements on bridge during special events [146, 147] . In addition, opposing movements have been identified as the cause of several crowd disasters around the global occurring from the early 1980s to the late 2010s [3, 32] .
Given its imperative role in practice, due amount of research efforts has been put into the study of opposing movement which include many empirical evidences.
Several Japanese researchers conducted opposing experiments with an initial purpose to validate the lattice gas model proposed by Tajima and Nagatani (2001) [148] . Isobe et al. (2004) organized up to 70 people to walk from two opposed sides of a rectangular corridor [141] . They presented the evolutions of arrival time and mean velocity as the increase of density. They found that, as the rise of density, the arrival time increased but the mean velocity decreased. Nagai et al. (2005) performed similar experiments with both walkers and crawlers in the opposing case [142] . The arrival time of crawler was dependent on the initial location and the mean arrival time increased with density. In addition to the straight line scenario, Asano et al. (2007) also included an opposing scenario. They illustrated the headway-speed relationships of opposing flows and found that mean speed tend to decrease in shorter headways.
In Europe, controlled experiments of opposing movements were first conducted by Daamen and Hoogendoorn (2003) [56] . Their experiment series also included the case of opposing movements. They applied the similar configuration of their previous straight line and egress scenarios including the desired speed and density levels. However, they only provided the qualitative analysis results for the bottleneck scenarios. Likewise, Helbing et al. (2005) 's experiments sets also contained the opposing movements in a corridor with a short and a long bottlenecks [9] . They presented the flow values and time gaps distributions for the two opposing cases and results showed that long bottleneck was worse than short bottleneck in terms of the effects on opposing movements. Later, carried out an opposing experiment with 67 participants in a 2 m width corridor [143] . They calculated the passing times, speeds, and flows and found that the sum of flow in opposing flow was larger than the straight line flow. They also investigated the lane formation and symmetric breaking in opposing flows and presented the frequency of number of lanes in the corridor. Moussaïd et al. (2009) performed laboratory experiments (40 participants) and field observations (2670 samples) including opposing movement [149] . In their findings, individual's side preference in the evading maneuvers occurring in opposing movement was interpreted as a behavioral coordination behavior as a result of cultural differences. In Dutch, Versluis (2010) conducted a series of laboratory experiments considering age, body size, gender, free speed, travel purpose, maneuverability, pedestrian number, and predicted postencroachment time [150] . They investigated the lateral and longitudinal evasion of pedestrians with a mean value of 0.26m and 0.11m/s for opposing case. Back to Germany, Seyfried's team also collected datasets for opposing movement. [13] . Under the density level of 1.5Ped/m 2 , the estimated specific flow value for opposing movements was 1.1Ped/m/s. This value was observed to be significantly lower than the unidirectional movement.
To investigate the impact of social group and flow ratio on opposing movement, Gorrini et al. (2016) organized controlled walking experiments in Japan [42] . Their results suggested that the rise of flow ratio had negative impact on the speed of pedestrians. Walking in groups could slow the speed because of the difficulty in moving coordination among group members. In contrast, coordination effects were also found to be positive in opposing movement. To explore the experimental evidence in the "gridlock" effect existing in CA models when simulating the opposing movement, Xue et al. (2017) conducted comparative experiments in both discrete and continuous space [152] . Through the time step analysis of pedestrians' position as well as the global density and specific flow, gridlock was not observed even under high density opposing flow. This result demonstrated the remarkable collaboration behaviors of pedestrian group movement especially at congested situation.
Recently, opposing movements were also investigated in animal systems. observed the bidirectional movement characteristics for nested ants with loaded and unloaded status through a less competitive experiment [153] . They measured the speed for unloaded and loaded ants, distance headway distribution over speed, and the spatialtemporal analysis of encounter behaviors through trajectories. Results showed that ants appeared to be equally sensitive to distance headway in both uni-and bidirectional flows. Head-on encounter behaviors with the following ants could reduce movement efficiency. Unloaded ants tend to spend more time in communicating with encountering ants than the loaded ones. However, quantitative comparison with vehicular and pedestrian traffic was not conducted.
Weaving and Intersecting.
In opposing flows, the interacting angle of the two streamlines remains a constant value of 180
∘ . Past studies have highlighted that oblique interacting angle of different streamlines can also have a significant impact on the crowd movements [12, 87, 150] .
In this study, weaving movement refers to the situation when two streams of pedestrian flows arrive at a fixed region (such as an intersection) at the same time and they can only keep their walking direction by cross over the other steam (please refer Figure 1 ). It is a commonly observed type of multidirectional movement as more than two numbers of streams may involve in the interactions. Weaving has several alternative forms such as intersecting and crossing, and if the number of involving streams is only 2, it can be also categorized into bidirectional movement.
The first empirical study on weaving movement for pedestrians was found in Daamen and Hoogendoorn (2003) [56] . However, no empirical analysis results for opposing flows were presented in the study. Later, Helbing et al. (2005)'s experiment sets also contained a right-angle weaving scenario with two stripes of flows [9] . Compared to their straight line data, they found the stripe formation phenomenon as there was a significant irregularity and clusters in the passing time. Asano et al. (2007) further analyzed the speed-density relationships (Speed=A+B * Density) under the impact of interacting angle [12] . They found that parameter A was significantly influenced by several angles (0 ∘ , 45 ∘ , and 90 ∘ ) while parameter B was not influenced by the angles except for the right-angle case. Apart from the opposing movement reviewed in the above section, Versluis (2010) also considered oblique interacting angle including 45 ∘ , 90 ∘ , and 135 ∘ . It was found that the angle exhibited a positive effect on mean interaction point and showed a negative effect on mean longitudinal evasion. Similarly, Plaue and Chen (2011) organized two groups of people (54:46) to participant a rightangle weaving experiment [154] . They applied a crowd density estimation method to analyze the trajectories extracted from video. It was found that the nearest-neighbor kernel density method could provide a reasonable estimate of the density of human crowds. Back to Seyfried's new experiments, Cao et al. (2017) also reported the results of weaving scenarios including the right-angle bidirectional and four-directional weaving flows [13] . Similarly, at the density level of 1.5Ped/m 2 , the estimated specific flow for bidirectional and four-directional weaving flows was 1.2m/s and 1.1m/s.
In [155] . The aggregate empirical data were used to calibrate a model and the results showed highly significance. Adopting the calibrated model, they compared the mean speed transitions with reference stream under different density ratio and total densities. The researchers found that as the rise of angle, the speed for reference stream decreased. Later, Wu and Lu (2013) conducted weaving experiments considering the dimension of passageway and flow ratio [156] . They defined a pedestrian weaving zone (PWZ) and discovered the flow characteristics within PWZ. They found that the flow values and flow ratios were more concerned with PWZ instead of the entire walking region. They also established a utility function to assess the PWZ operations based on three novel indices, i.e., weaving intensity, trajectory offset ratio, and density distribution factor of weaving points. Likewise, Sun et al. (2014) performed controlled experiments with 50 students to understand the mechanism of weaving movement at congested situations. Along with the flow characteristics of weaving movements, they also found that weaving tend to occur within an area which was in line with Wu and Lu (2013) [157] . They examined the effects of side preference on lane formation and the placement of obstacle on the flow stability. It was discovered that lane formation process could be faster when students selected right-hand lane in the corridor. In addition, the placement of obstacle in the middle of the intersection could stabilize the intersecting flows. Sun et al. (2017) and Sun et al. (2018) further investigated the impact of intersecting angles and obstacle effects on intersecting movements [149, 158] . It was found that the effects of angles on flow speed vary at different flow conditions. But the effects of the size of the circular obstacle were monotonous with the speed increment and acceleration dispersion.
Animal-based interesting studies could be only found in the ants experiments conducted by Dias et al. (2013) [97] . In addition to the turning configuration, they also set up a junction corridor with right angle that enabled the bidirectional weaving movements. They discovered the transitions between the two weaving streams; i.e., one moving stream could block the other stream.
Merging and Diverging.
Merging movement can be regarded as the combination of turning and weaving movement. It can be frequently observed at angled corridors/passageways such as T-junction or the stair-floor interface of a high-rise building. Moreover, merging configurations have also been identified as the causes for several stampede accidents including the famous Love Parade disaster [3, 32] . Due to the multiplication of the interactions among turning and weaving movements, merging movements are more complex.
Empirical evidences on merging movements were not sufficient before the year of 2014 [4, 58, 159, 160] . There was a burst of empirical studies on merging behaviors in the most recent four years [3, [161] [162] [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] . They also observed that the merging behaviors at stair-floor interface could impede the flow of evacuees. To replicate the emptying process of mass gathering events in a stadium, Burghardt et al. (2013) performed controlled experiments in the exit of a football stadium where pedestrians moved from spectator seats upon receiving the signal and successively formed three stable streamlines merging into the outlet doors [86] . They only presented the fundamental diagrams of the downstream stairs; details on the merging characteristics were not analyzed. More recently, Huo et al. (2016) performed evacuation drills with 73 participants in a 9-floor highrise building [161] . They discovered the negative effect of merging behavior on total evacuation time and speed through quantitatively comparison.
With respect to the merging flows on ground surface, Zhang et al. (2011 and 2012) performed merging experiments at T-junctions and compared the fundamental diagrams of merging with straight walking [58, 84] . After deriving the fundamental diagrams of merging flows, they found an increase in speed within after merging areas compared to before merging regions. studied the impact of merging angle and desired speed on the microscopic characteristics of merging flows in before and after merging areas. They found that, as the rise of merging angle, the reduction in speed increased. Similarly, Aghabayk et al. (2014 and 2015) also investigated the crowd merging behaviors considering merging angles and desired speed with asymmetric design of corridor [162, 163] . They found that the arrival and departure flow increased with speed and time headways decreased with speed. It was observed that merging angle was also influential to flow and time headways which was in consistent with the findings from Shiwakoti et al. (2015) .
Later, Shahhoseini et al. (2016) conducted ants experiments to further understand the merging angle effects (60 ∘ , 90 ∘ , and 120 ∘ ) [164] . They found the negative effects of merging angle in ant trials in panic situation. Further, combined the factors of merging angle and symmetrical configuration and designed 5 types of merging corridors to perform laboratory experiments with human subjects [170] . It was discovered that the merging behaviors of ants and humans displayed similarly effects arising from differences in architectural configurations.
Same year in China, Lian et al. (2017) established a merging configuration of branched flow merged into main flow with a further consideration of changing the width of branched corridor (0.8m, 1.6m, and 2.4m) [165] . It was observed that the merging ratios had a significant influence on the operations of upstream and downstream of merging areas for pedestrians flow. In the same year, Cuesta et al.
(2017) performed merging experiments in a mock-up tunnel with 77 participants to reproduce the merging process of passengers exiting from the train and pedestrians walking on the platform [171] . They used the distribution of instantaneous specific flow to represent the flow dynamics. It was found that merging section had negative effects on the outflow of people at rail tunnel in terms of specific flow.
As illustrated in Figure 2 , diverging movement can be defined as a reverse process of merging movement, where a united stream of pedestrians separated into multiple streams with different destinations. Different from the fluctuating flows near a bottleneck, the flow states are stable in both before and after diverging.
A few empirical studies on exit choice behaviors could be categorized into diverging movements. Haghani et al. (2016) and Haghani and Sarvi (2017) performed exit choice experiments considering various exit number (2, 3, and 4) and exit position and exit width (50cm, 100 cm) [172, 173] . Instead of movement characteristics, their focuses were in the decision-making aspects. In another exit choice experiments, Wagoum et al. (2017) reported the flow features, e.g., flow, density relationships of the participants at exits. It was found that under normal situation individual's choice of exit only was dependent on the shortest distance while under higher density situation the load balancing for two exits could be observed.
Random Flow.
Researchers have tried to reproduce the random flow situations by conducting experiments with multiple crossing flows. Dyer et al. (2008) set up a circle with sixteen equally angle-divided directions on the edge [174] . People were asked to stand inside at the center of the circle and individuals would be informed with a direction to walk outside the circle. They tested the role of prior information of walking direction and the conflicting directional information on the group directional decision-making. However, the flow characteristics of the experiments were not analyzed as the researchers were more interested on the psychological aspects of the participants. However, it is to be noted that there is a greater need of empirical data to predict the walking directions and potential conflicts due to random flow.
Researchers from computer vision field have also contributed to the empirical understanding of random flow. analyzed the collective behaviors a crowd of pedestrians in a train station walking in random flow directions [175] . Using a mixture model of dynamic pedestrian agents, the future trajectories of pedestrians were predicted based on the observed past trajectories. Also, they classified the random walkers into various collective motion patterns and visualized them in different clusters. Table 1 shows the summary of key findings and recommendations from the literature that conducted empirical studies on the externally governed complex multidirectional pedestrian traffic movements. The table shows the source of the literature, the movement type, the type of infrastructure considered (walking facility, bottleneck, and obstacle), subjects considered (pedestrians, animals), controllability of the variables (controlled laboratory experiments, field observation), and competitiveness among pedestrians (normal, emergency/evacuation drills, and panic). Further, the table provides a summary of the key findings, limitations, and recommendations for future studies and further use of the data generated from a particular literature in other studies. The filled dot in the table shows what approach has been followed in a particular literature while empty cell shows missing approach in a particular literature.
Summary.
From the table, it is clear that initial studies have focused mainly on the empirical studies of unidirectional pedestrian flow, mostly at the corridor or at the bottleneck like door. Recent empirical studies have focused more on the complex multidirectional movements like weaving, crossing, and merging/diverging. Further, most of the studies are conducted under normal walking conditions. There have been increasing interests on the pedestrians' multidirectional movements under emergency or panicked conditions in recent time. As such, there has been rise in the study of animal models, particularly their relevancy to pedestrian traffic under emergency conditions.
In the next section, we present a discussion on the implications of these findings and directions for future research.
Discussions
Empirical data of complex pedestrian crowd movements are playing increasing imperative role in the verification and validation of crowd simulation models, design and planning of pedestrian walking facilities, scheme and evaluation of evacuation plans, development of image processing and visualization tools, coding of game engines, and trajectory planning for robots as well as the understanding of the nature of collective traffic phenomena in biology systems. Therefore, as observed from the literature review, there has been surge on empirical data collection and analysis over the past two decades. From the synthesis of the findings from these literatures, we have identified some opportunities and challenges as described in the following sections.
Anticipation of Future Empirical Data Requirements.
To evaluate the current work and identify the research gaps based on the reviewed empirical studies, we utilize the data in Table 1 based on the number of studies and their belonging to each category. The summary of the statistics is presented in Figure 3 . Figure 3(a) , we can notice that egress and straight line movements are the most popular topics among empirical studies while diverging and random flows are less studied through empirical approach. Also, from the distribution of studies, we can observe that earlier studies (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) in unidirectional flow have large proportion of straight line and egress experiments while multidirectional flow contains study mostly on the opposing and weaving movements. Meanwhile in the recent decade (2008-2018), researchers not only continue to explore the empirical evidences in straight line and egress movements, but also started to collect empirical data on turning, merging, and ingress movements. The emergence of increased studies on these movement patterns may arise as a result of several recent crowd disasters that involved turning and merging movements [32] . It can be further noticed that the dynamic features of diverging and random flows still require further research attentions. [7, 127] .
(ii) Study the effect of obstacle on egress dynamics [123] . [184] (ii) Using a Bayesian inference method to improve the current model [185] [154] Plaue et al. with human crowds [128] 22
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Intersecting [134] (ii) The effect of exit position was further analyzed [136] (iii) The effect of bottleneck width was further analyzed [135] [38] (ii) Further analysis of vision condition [192] 28
Journal of Advanced Transportation In addition to the flow-based summary, we also present the comparison of contextual-based statistics of the reviewed studies in a set of nested rectangles as shown in Figure 3(b) . The hierarchy of data generated from Table 1 in terms of the geometric (bottleneck or obstacle), investigating subject (human or animal), controllability (laboratory experiment or field observation), and competitiveness (normal or emergency or panic status) is presented in Figure 3(b) .
Overall, laboratory experiments occupy the predominant proportion compared with field observations. In addition, the majority of empirical evidences are in human subjects while it is minor in biological entities. Regarding the study on competitive behavior, studies are mostly conducted under normal status but less in emergency and panic situations. Therefore, in future, empirical studies that can improve our understanding on mechanisms of multidirectional movements under emergency situations need to be investigated.
SWOT Analysis for Empirical Data Collection Approaches.
During the review process, we find that the data collection methods can have substantial influences on the obtained results. To help researchers select the suitable approach to satisfy their data requirements, assessments of different data collection approaches in terms of their underlying internal advantages and disadvantages as well as the potential external factors that can exploit or obstruct the advantages are needed.
Therefore, we perform comparative SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis for different data collection methods to identify the positive and negative prospects and classifying them into internal (Strengths and Weaknesses) and external (Opportunities and Threats) factors [195] .
We conducted a first set of SWOT analysis to examine the variations of controllability of experiments between laboratory experiments versus field observations. The utmost advantage for laboratory experiments is the strong controllability towards investigating targets that satisfied the straightforward requirements. Researchers can set up the predesigned walking environment, select the satisfying participants, choose the intended data measurement techniques, or even define the manners of movements by giving instructions or pressing forces to the participants. Through such purpose-oriented approach, the specific influencing factors of the crowd movements can be examined one by one in a flexible manner and in detail. Therefore, empirical data from laboratory experiments should be the suitable materials for the development of microscopic models. However, the benefits of the well controllability for laboratory experiments may have to tradeoff with the risk of not completely representing the real-life situation. For instance, differences between the pedestrian movements during emergency escape and laboratory experiments have been quantitatively compared in Shiwakoti (2016) [196] . It is suggested that the physiological aspects of pedestrian should be further examined such as the effect of peoples' consciousness of their involvement in an experiment on their performed behaviors [197] . Moreover, not all the factors are controllable especially in animal experiments. This is perhaps the right reason for the absence of opposing experiments using biological entities. Further, due to the simplifications of the experiment setups, the effects of latent uncontrolled variables can also affect the global results and such effects might be amplified due to the control of certain variables. Therefore, in the future, indepth statistical analysis should be conducted to examine the interactions of manifest and latent variables of pedestrian dynamics by using more comprehensive empirical datasets. Nevertheless, the advancements made on data collection and analysis techniques as well as optimal experimental design methods may help increase the size of the database, improve the data accuracy of experiments, and reduce the time and labour costs of the researchers.
With regard to field observation, the major pros for this approach are the authenticity of data quality and the relative lower baseline requirement to carry out the field observation. Field data can represent the real-life circumstance giving no other effects such as the subjects' awareness of being monitored. In addition, it can be easily implemented, e.g., placing a camera at a fixed location or even using the This point is particularly suitable to the unmanned aircraft vehicle (UAV) as many countries have banned UAVs and drones in their restricted airspaces. Second, it usually takes a long time period or requires switching various sites to capture the intended contexts and obtain the adequate samples. Fortunately, the emerging of smart cities and big data analytics provide opportunities for large field data collection from multiple sources. Recent technological advances in the imagingsensing industry and the machine learning research community have made previously inaccessible data largely available. The imaging industry enables high-resolution (1080p) CCTV cameras to perform crowd monitoring. Therefore, real time field data collection and short term analysis of pedestrian crowd have been implemented in many cities [198] . Meanwhile, the ubiquity of smartphones has also offered various opportunities for collecting pedestrian traffic data in the reallife fields [199] . Consequently, the relating issues on personal privacy and public information security should also be the threats for this approach.
The highlights of the SWOT analysis for laboratory experiments and field observations are summarized in Table 2 .
We further conducted a second set of SWOT analysis between animal-based approach versus human-based approach.
The foremost strength for animal-based approach is identified as the possibility of conducting real panic experiments using biological entities. Further, animal behaviors can be more easily captured through laboratory experiments or field observations with lower cost than human approaches. Although there exists obvious discrepancy between animal movement and human motion, the empirical data in panicking animals are also more 'life-like' than many mathematical models [36, 196] . There is opportunity to use the animal models to further improve our understanding of collective motion. For example, the communication and coordination mechanisms of ants can be further examined to develop the methods for controlling human crowd [127] .
In terms of human-based approach, apart from the most apparent advantage of ground truth data, we also highlight the advantage of providing instructions to pedestrians as the secondary pro in conducting experiments with human subjects. However, human data show large contextual Table 3 : SWOT analysis for animal-based approaches versus human-based approaches.
Animal-Based Approaches
Strengths Weaknesses (i) Real panic experiments can be performed (ii) Relative lower cost than human experiments (iii) Can be more life-like than mathematical models (i) Taxonomic differences in animals with humans (ii) Less convincing to some crowd researchers in terms of contextual realism Opportunities Threats (i) Biological intelligence can be beneficial to mankind e.g. ants show more coordination in panic escape than humans (ii) Animal behaviors can be used as the education materials for children to augment their safety awareness in terms of evacuation (iii) Resolving optimal design issue in panic escape dependency arising from both internal and external factors such as heterogeneity and behavioral uncertainty. Therefore, future empirical databases should be enriched with more psychological aspects [196] . In addition, one major con for human approach is the prohibition of performing dangerous panic experiments due to the ethical and safety reasons. However, the emerge of virtual interactive techniques such as augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) can help examine human behaviors in more extreme scenarios including the panic escape [200] . Also, researchers should also explore risk free or risk immigration experimental design methods to extend the research scopes to extreme behaviors. The summaries of the SWOT analysis for animal-based approaches versus human-based approaches are presented in Table 3 .
Future Global Collaborative Efforts on Empirical Data
Collection. In the future, in order to accelerate the path of crowd dynamics research, a comprehensive open-source empirical database on root of the different external complex movement patterns and internal influence variables should be established. To realize this goal, interdiscipline collaborations should be encouraged. Some of the researchers from various disciplines have made their datasets available to the public such as open videos and trajectories datasets of controlled laboratory experiments [201] , pedestrian crossing behaviors on street [202] , field datasets of pedestrian's walking behaviors in train station, school forum or gallery [203] [204] [205] , and collective motion databases for computer vision analysis [206] . All the above datasets contain pedestrian trajectories and some of the researchers have also uploaded the original videos.
Therefore, mutual assistance and cooperation should be encouraged between research groups across disciplines and across regions around the world. A data-sharing platform should be established so that all researchers working in this field can contribute their datasets.
During our review study, we noticed that many empirical data are not well recorded and have little possibilities for further usage due to the limitations of experiments setups or measuring methods. Therefore, a common standard guidance on performing controlled experiments and field observations should be developed. Further, automatic image processing tools that can restore the trajectories from the published papers can be developed in future to make full use of the existing empirical studies.
Further, researchers working in this field should come together to establish a series of quantitative standardization methods to normalize the empirical data [207] . Also, a comprehensive guideline and standard for performing controlled laboratory experiments are required.
Conclusions
Collective motion of pedestrian traffic is sophisticated under complex environments. To better understand the underlying mechanism of collective crowd movements, a lot of empirical studies were carried out through controlled laboratory experiments and field observations with humans subjects and nonhuman biological entities under various scenarios. However, a comprehensive review of the detailed classification of these empirical works from the aspects of complex movements was absent in the literature.
To this end, in this review article, we first categorized the complex movements of pedestrian crowd into two general categories, i.e., external governed movements and internal driven movements based on the governing factors of the motion pattern. Further, considering the hierarchy of movement complexity, we decomposed the external governed movements of pedestrian traffic into several motion based patterns including straight line, turning, egress and ingress, opposing, weaving, merging, diverging, and random flows. Then, we reviewed the related literatures under each motion based pattern with a focus on the complex movement characteristics. Further, a series of evaluations were performed towards each reviewed empirical study in terms of the geometrics setups (whether contained bottleneck or obstacle), investigating subjects (humans or animals), controllability (laboratory experiments or field observations), and competitiveness (under normal, emergency, or panic situations). Moreover, the key findings, limitations, or future recommendations and the further usage of the empirical data in other studies were summarized in a table.
Summary statistics from the aggregated table showed that empirical data were highly rich in straight line, egress flow, and medium rich in turning, merging, weaving, and opposing, but poor in ingress, diverging, and random flows. Researchers were more concerned with human subjects than animal subjects and laboratory experiments were more preferred than field observations. Empirical data were mostly collected under normal situations but less in emergency and panic conditions. Likewise, the studies on bottleneck effects were more popular than the obstacle effects.
We further presented the comparative SWOT analysis for different data collection approaches that included two comparisons: laboratory experiments versus field observation and animal-based approaches versus human-based approaches. At last, we put emphasis on the need for the future global collaborative efforts on data sharing and developing guideline for performing controlled laboratory experiments for the pedestrians complex movements.
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